


We are not born traders. We become traders. To succeed,
we must feel the heights of winning and, occasionally, the
depths of loss. The reasons are age-old: the way the
human brain evolved in a very different world informs our
decisions in unexpected ways. So before we can know the
intricacies of markets, we must know ourselves: how we
make decisions, and how emotion and experience inform
our behavior.

To do that, the client needs the right platform. Ours.
We founded WorldActive InternetBrokers, a platform with a
unique approach to selling Portfolios, to become a
trustworthy environment in which to grow. Our vision is to
build the easiest-to-use and most transparent financial
platform and wider network possible. We also want to
transform the relationship between a Portfolio Investment
Ltd. platform and its customers. This uses artificial
intelligence to identify biases and unconscious behaviour,
helping clients to help their minds. WorldActive
InternetBrokers platform is fast and fair.

WORLDACTIVE INTERNETBROKERS LOOKED TO THE
PAST AND THE FUTURE TO BUILD THE PERFECT
PLATFORM FOR ITS CLIENTS!!!



WHITEPAPER SECTION

#1] All portfolios have a registration number which is registered and
cataloged in our business premises under the strictest conditions.

#2] All portfolios have an expiry date which must be observed. Crypto
accounts have an expiration date too.

#3] All portfolios and Crypto Accounts have an GSMD, MVI, STIP or
MSCI Index or pointer. Please note: your portfolio must not fall below
21.5% otherwise you will lose your portfolio and thus your chance of a
payout. If you get below 21.5%, you have almost lost your portfolio.

#4] After you have selected and paid for a portfolio, no money is
refunded and thus credited to your portfolio or crypto account so that
income can be generated in your current account.

#5] A portfolio will not be paid out until it has expired (or only if it is
specified in the portfolio that interim payments can be made). In some
cases, it is necessary to appear in person.

#6] Crypto accounts can only be withdrawn after the minimum amount
of cryptocurrency has been reached and not earlier.

#7] All portfolios are kept under the strictest security precautions and
under the registration number so that no problems or complications
arise. All portfolios are subject to our internal regulatory agency,
WorldActive InternetBrokers.



#8] Every portfolio has its term. Regardless of the deposit amount.
When the time runs out, you will usually receive your payout provided
your GSMD index and MVI index are not below 21.5%. If you are
below 21.5%, you have lost your portfolio or your crypto account. The
international investment market is solely responsible for the loss or
gain of a portfolio or crypto account. And not the company or its
founders and their support.

#9] All members and partner companies of this company WorldActive
InternetBrokers are protected from any loss or gain. Reason: all
systems run fully automatically and therefore nobody is responsible for
his or her hand in the system. This applies to all products offered by
WorldActive InternetBrokers and the National Stock Exchange of
Australia. Also promotional products too.

#10] Nobody is obliged to buy a portfolio from WorldActive
InternetBrokers or to buy into our portfolio. WorldActive
InternetBrokers tries the best for each customer in order to grant
financial freedom at the end of the portfolio's term.

#11] All portfolios here on WorldActive InternetBrokers website are
connected or linked to the international investment market so that
manual action is completely excluded. This means that our systems
run completely automatically without a human being in the system.
Our systems have been running fully automatically for more than 10
years and therefore we exclude any human action. We guarantee that
because we ask you. Our machines are 100% real.



#12] Do not forget that your deposit has nothing to do with your
trusted person manager or the contributor to your portfolio. Should you
still claim your claim because you believe that you are right, we
recommend that you contact our support. We want to help you if you
help us too. We have first class specialists in the field of internet law,
criminal law, fraud law, corporate law and first class prosecutors who
will be happy to answer your inquiry.

#13] We guarantee that every company has its own email, no matter
which email it is and why such an email. Every company on earth can
freely decide which email it has. A company email is not required by
law that you have to commit to having an email according to customer
requirements. You can recognize OUR WorldActive InternetBrokers
email by the original email of: "worldactivebrokers@hotmail.com".
All other emails that are not compatible with THIS are regarded as
fraudulent e-mails and accordingly take further steps against the
person concerned.

#14] All bank accounts of a manager as well as any PayPal accounts,
SKRILL or other accounts that have a FOUNDER, CEO, manager are
linked to the company WAIB so that when payments are made to the
account of a respective manager of the company WorldActive
InternetBrokers, this payment is made immediately from the
headquarters of WorldActive InternetBrokers in Australia will be
confiscated on the same day. This is for security and to ensure that
the amount of money is credited to the company on the same day.
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#15] Please consider: A payout is only effective if you have met "all"
requirements and we have all your data and complete bank details in
order to transfer your money to you. Your transfer request is open to
where you ultimately want the transfer of your amount to be
transferred. And here, too, everything runs fully automatically. NONE
from the headquarters of WorldActive InternetBrokers as well as all
partners are privately liable for your loss OR gain of your portfolio or
crypto account. From the moment you have bought in with us, your
portfolio or crypto account are responsible for the profit or loss in the
international investment market. That is why no one is personally
liable. That is firmly anchored in law here in Australia.

#16] We distance ourselves from all situations like: Fraud, spreading
false news, scammers, thieves or people who spread fraudulent
intentions against us, false accusations against us, fraud against
payments or deposits, defamation against our members and / or our
company who only speak badly about our company and have no
relationship with the company. And we will also take legal action
against people who want to commit fraudulent intent against our
company. The place of jurisdiction is and remains Australia. Our
priority is: The simplicity and what we are as a company: A pure
investment group Limited based in Australia under the leadership of
the National Stock Exchange of Australia.



#17] National Stock Exchange of Australia and WorldActive
InternetBrokers have the right to freeze customer deposits or any
customer deposit immediately. This unexpected moment affects the
internal security of our company. We are asking all customers who
have a financial matter with the company [national Stock exchange of
Australia] and [WorldActive InternetBrokers] to wait until further notice.
You will be automatically informed how to proceed. Do not do wrong
and wait for the process of restoration. The running-in phase lasts no
longer than 4 weeks.

#18] Keep Calm. Mostly the freeze phase has to do with cyber
attacks that affect our internal security and we don't want you to lose
your money. BUT: 65% of our revenue suffers losses from these cyber
attacks. If you are one of them, we have no way of giving you back
your income or income from your portfolio. Everything you have done
so far is lost. And don't forget one thing: there's nothing we can do
about it. AND: If we lose your money through cyberattacks, we have
lost our revenue in the company as well. Who gives us our money
back?! That's why this matter has top priority. Therefore, if a cyber
attack takes place, we will indicate it on the main page of our
company.



#19] Just as we explain in our terms and conditions and also in the
FAQ's, the same applies here: Deposited money will not be refunded.
On the day of the deposit you were aware and you had every
opportunity to read all the information about our company and you
also accepted it.

#20] That's why we keep saying this to our clients before they invest,
read the terms and conditions, read the FAQ's, read our white papers
etc etc. We can't behave like little kids every time and JUST because
a CUSTOMER means, thinks, claims or whatever comes to mind,
blame us for anything that comes to mind just because the customer
thinks it is at their discretion has to work the way he wants it to.

#21] If you have a problem with the company and don't know what to
do, we ask these customers to contact our complaints office and leave
a message there. Someone from the National Stock Exchange of
Australia firm will get in touch with you to help you resolve your issue
or write to us at worldactivebrokers@hotmail.com and we will forward
your message to our colleagues.

#22] The reason there are no money back refunds for any deposit
whatever is that at the time you joined the company and purchased
any of our products, we assumed that you were read clear "ALL" the
information on our website as an investment Concerning
Flight--Payment AND OR OTHER CHARGES TO BE PAID, and/or
whatever payment, READ, UNDERSTAND AND KNOW WHAT IT
MEANS TO PAY INTO AN INVESTMENT COMPANY.
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These are our WHITE PAPERS!

We reserve the right to amend, update, delete or
modify our White Papers at any time and without
notice whenever it suits us.

Our company, the WorldActive InternetBrokers, really exists but
because we are under the leadership of the National Stock Exchange
of Australia, there are only 3 guys from the National Stock Exchange
of Australia who work closely with the company of WorldActive
InternetBrokers and only under the strictest and regular conditions
also have knowledge of WorldActive InternetBrokers. No one else.
This is guaranteed because we are writing it to you here and we have
nothing to fear.

Changes can take place at any time | Please check out our whitepaper often.



NOTE:

All legal disputes brought against the company WorldActive InternetBrokers and
the National Stock Exchange of Australia are only valid on Australian soil.
Outside Australia, the customer is responsible for himself and/or acts in his own
interest. All side agreements and payments are only effective for the company as
long as the customer is on Australian soil. For any damage, fraud, theft or any
other serious problems, please contact us at “Complaints”.
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